
 

Prefixes 
Pre-  Post-  Sur-  Ex- 

 

excellence expensive prehistoric experience 

presumed surcharge pretext postgraduate surprise 

postpone surplus exhaust prefix 

 

1. Choose the correct word from the list above to complete each sentence. 

a. Breathing in ___________________ fumes from cars and trucks is harmful to our health. 

b. The unannounced arrival of their cousin was a welcome ___________________. 

c. The police ___________________ the suspect had fled across the state border. 

d. Raj gained valuable ___________________ and skills from his volunteer work at the animal shelter. 

e. The final award was for students who displayed __________________ in all subject areas. 

 
2. Rewrite the focus words in alphabetical order. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Use the following words in sentences.  

a. surface - ____________________________________________________________________________ 

b. expensive - __________________________________________________________________________ 

c. prepay - _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Write the focus word that matches each clue. 

 
To put off or delay something: An extra fee: 

a. __________________________ b. __________________________ 

  

The period before written records: To have an extra amount: 

c. __________________________ d. __________________________ 
 

 

Focus Words 



 

Prefixes Answers 
Pre-  Post-  Sur-  Ex- 

 

excellence expensive prehistoric experience 

presumed surcharge pretext postgraduate surprise 

postpone surplus exhaust prefix 

 

1. Choose the correct word from the list above to complete each sentence. 

a. Breathing in exhaust fumes from cars and trucks is harmful to our health. 

b. The unannounced arrival of their cousin was a welcome surprise. 

c. The police presumed the suspect had fled across the state border. 

d. Raj gained valuable experience and skills from his volunteer work at the animal shelter. 

e. The final award was for students who displayed excellence in all subject areas. 

 
2. Rewrite the focus words in alphabetical order. 

excellence, exhaust, experience, postgraduate, postpone, prefix, prehistoric, presumed, 
pretext, surcharge, surplus, surprise 

 
3. Use the following words in sentences.  

a. surface - ____________________________________________________________________________ 

b. expensive - __________________________________________________________________________ 

c. prepay - _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Write the focus word that matches each clue. 

 
To put off or delay something: An extra fee: 

a. postpone b. surcharge 

  

The period before written records: To have an extra amount: 

c. prehistoric d. surplus 
 

Focus Words 


